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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

PREAMBLE 
This Events Management Guide must be read in conjunction with the: 

• ACA and CAQ Tournament Regulations 
• ACA TREP (Tournament Referee Education Program) 
• WCF Refereeing Regulations 
• WCF AC Laws 
• WCF GC Rules 
• ACA Ric Rules 
• WGU GB Rules and Regulations 

 
REGULATIONS FOR TOURNAMENTS (CAQ T.Reg 1) 
The CAQ adopts the ACA Tournament Regulations along with the permitted variation which are now 
contained within the approved document: CAQ Tournament Regulations (T. Regs). Regulations 
contained within this document are to be used for the sole purpose of regulating local Queensland State, 
and Affiliated Club events. 
 
LAWS, RULES AND REFEREEING REGULATIONS (T.Reg 2 & T.Reg 8) 
All Events are played under the current WCF Refereeing Regulation, WCF Laws of Association Croquet, WCF 
Golf Croquet Rules, ACA Ricochet Rules and Official Gateball Rules and Refereeing Regulations of the WGU 
(World Gateball Union). 
 
ELIGIBILITY TO COMPETE (T.Reg 3) 
Eligibility to compete in events conducted by ACA, State Associations and affiliated Clubs is restricted to 
affiliated players and overseas players affiliated to an organization which is a member of the World Croquet 
Federation, or World Gateball Union. 
 
TOURNAMENT OFFICIALS (T.Reg 4.3) 
Every tournament must have a Tournament Referee (TR), a Tournament Manager (TM) and if the event is a 
handicap event, a Tournament Handicapper (TH) who are together responsible, each as far as his powers 
and duties are defined, for the interpretation and enforcement of the Laws, Rules and Regulations for the 
administration of the tournament. The powers and duties of all three officials may be discharged by one 
person, however, for all CAQ Events the TR is required to be an Accredited ACA Referee.  
If a tournament is held over multiple venues, then a Venue Manager (VM) is responsible to the TM and 
performs the duties of the TM at the appointed venue (T. Reg 9). A Deputy Tournament Referee or Venue 
Referee may be appointed to each venue (T.Reg 8.1). 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF PLAYERS (T.Ref 12) 

• Sport should be anti-discriminatory and harassment-free.  
• An entry to an event will be accepted providing the entry fee is paid prior to the closing date for 

entries. Players withdrawing before the closing date are entitled to a refund of the entry fee, less a 
small administration fee.  

• Players are to record on their entry forms their current ACA official handicap. Any subsequent 
alterations to their handicaps should be reported to the TM on arrival or earlier if possible. Every 
player bears the final responsibility for ensuring that they play at their correct handicap. Players who 
play in a handicap event at a handicap higher that their handicap or in a class event that their 
handicap does not entitle them to enter may be disqualified. In knock-out events in which the player 
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has not been defeated, their place is taken by their last opponent. In American or Swiss events, 
their record is deleted from the event. 

• Players are to report to the VM on arrival and before leaving the venue and must furnish the TM 
with an address and telephone number at which messages can reach them during the event.  

• A player not ready to play at the appointed time may be disqualified or otherwise penalized at the 
discretion of the TM. 

• Players may only practice on courts being used for the event with permission of the TM. After the 
toss of the first game of the day, a five (5) minute warm up with the balls to be used in that match 
on that court is permitted. 

• Players may only take breaks between games and matches as provided in T. Reg 7.3.8. 
• Players will wear footwear which must not mark the court and provides adequate protection for 

themselves both on and off the court.  
• Players will wear neat, clean attire which the TM or VM judges will not cause significant offence to 

others. Players in unsuitable clothing or footwear will be given the opportunity to dress appropriately 
or will not be permitted to participate in the event. 

• If the Trophy winner is a Queensland player, they may keep the trophy for a period of three months. 
It must then be returned to the CAQ office where the CAQ staff will deal with the engraving. 

 
DOPING POLICY 
The ACA and therefore the CAQ have adopted the Anti-doping policy of the Australian Sports Commission. It 
is the responsibility of players to ensure that they are aware of the anti-doping policy. 
 
ETIQUETTE 
Players are responsible for maintaining good standards of behavior towards other players, officials, 
equipment, courts, and spectators. Some examples of unacceptable behavior that players are expected to 
avoid are: 
 

• Leaving the vicinity of the court without permission from the opponent, referee, or manager. 
• AC - giving advice (Law 57.2, & 63.6) A match in AC is intended to be a contest between the 

skills and intellect of the players alone. To avoid misunderstandings, spectators are requested 
not to position themselves near a player or remain nearby if they could be thought to be 
offering advice. 

• Abusing their mallet or other equipment. 
• Disturbing other players during a match. 
• Interrupting the striker by standing or moving in front of the striker or otherwise, except as 

permitted or required by the laws or rules. 
• Arguing aggressively or continuously with or being aggressive towards an opponent 
• Refusing to observe the required standard of dress. 
• Failing to accept the decision of a referee on a matter of fact or showing lack of respect for a 

referee. 
• Acting in such a manner that may bring the game into disrepute. 
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CHAPTER 2 – MANAGEMENT OF TOURNAMENTS 
Croquet Queensland does not provide court facilities for State Events. As part of affiliation, Clubs have an 
unwritten obligation to provide suitable courts for use during State and Interstate tournament events. In 
turn, the Association provides a prescribed court fee to the club. Clubs may apply online to host a CAQ or 
ACA event using Form 24. The CAQ Events Sub-committee meet each October to set the CAQ fixtures 
calendar making the decision on which club will host an event if there is more than one application for the 
event. It is the CAQ Events Sub-committee’s responsibility to ensure that such bids are spread across all 
regions and clubs. Once a Club is appointed to host an event, it is required to ensure the provision of a 
Tournament/Venue Manager, Tournament Referee and associated auxiliary teams are set in place. 
 
THE DUTIES OF THE TOURNAMENT MANAGER are set out in CAQ T.Reg 7.1 
In some cases, the Tournament Manager and the Venue Manager is the same person especially for Club 
Events. Where multiple venues are in operation The Tournament Manager may delegate duties to a 
Venue Manager (T.Reg 7.1.4). to ensure that each venue is ready prior to the event. They ensure the 
courts are in good condition, meet the required court setting specifications and speed. They also check that 
all equipment, such as hoops, balls and accessories are in good order and to the required standard. They 
may appoint a Hoop Setter or Hoop Setting Team to assist them in this pre-preparation stage. However, 
once the event commences the Hoops Setter or Hoop Setting Team (HS or HST) are solely under the 
instruction of the Tournament Referee as once the event commences the court settings become the 
responsibility of the TR under WCF.R2.5. 
 
The TM/VM run the games, allot courts and primary or secondary-coloured balls if the games are double 
banked. They also manage break times, record scores, ensure players initials are recorded against game 
scores agreed between the players. This is now recorded on a ‘Run Sheet’ which is the primary document 
used for uploading the scores into Croquet Scores.  
 
TIME LIMITS T.REG 16 
Timed Games the TM/VM must ensure electronic time clocks are available and in good order.  
Gateball Rules state games are of 30 minutes duration. 
CAQ T.Reg 

 16.1 Imposing Time Limits 
The TM may impose a time limit on all games in an event, provided that such a time limit is 
advertised in advance or announced at the tournament before the start of the event; or on each 
game in any round of an event before that round commences.  
 

16.2. UNLIMITED GAMES  
If no time limit had been imposed, the TM may impose a time limit in:  
AC of a further hour on any game that has been in progress for at least 2 hours and in  
GC of a further 15 minutes on any game that has been in progress for at least one hour.  
 

16.3 USING TIME LIMITS 
When a time limit has been imposed on a game, the players should arrange for an independent 
person or, failing that, one of themselves to be responsible for announcing audibly that the time 
limit has been reached.  

 

16.3.1 In AC, Time limits are addressed in Law 61 
16.3.2 In GC, play is in accordance with Rules 1.4.1, & 16.3.  
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UNTIMED GAMES the TM/VM must record the start time of each game themselves but MUST 
NOT give out electronic timers at the start of a game or match to players or timekeepers. For both AC and 
GC, a match has the presumption of no time clock for a stipulated period and only then if a game/match 
appears to be making no progress or is likely to hold up the progress of the event is the TM/VM allowed to 
impose the specified time limits as above.  
CAQ EVENTS COORDINATOR –  
(Or in the case of a club event these duties would apply to the Club Tournament Committee or club 
appointed Event Co-ordinator/s) 
 
Ensures that the venue manager/s and host club/s are suitably prepared for the event by: 
 

Preparing and distributing a notice to all clubs, and the web officer, four weeks prior to the closing date 
of any event.  
 
The Event Notice should contain: 
 

• Name of event/s 
• Venue/s 
• Date and start times 
• Draw – seeded/unseeded 
• Format of play – Block and KO, XYZ, Round Robin etc. 
• Handicap margins – if applicable 
• Perpetual trophies – if applicable 
• Entry fee/s and how to pay, how to access web site, ETF details 
• Closing date for the event 
• Official functions that may occur 
• Time limits, Type of balls, Type of Hoops 
• Under ACA/CAQ Tournament Regulations, WCF, CAQ, WGU Laws and Rules 
• Practice Times 

 
Process: 

• Arrange with host club for appointment of TM/VM  
• Arrange with Venue Host/Co-Ordinator of Referees for TR & Referees 
• Arrange presentation of prizes 
• Organize prizes and delivery to host club 
• Keep record of entrants, check all information on entry form 
• For CAQ/ACA Events the draw, format of play, order of play, starting time, will be emailed to 

Venue Managers, Referees, and players. (Club secretaries do this for their own local club events.) 
• Set up format and player information on croquetscores.com, or gateballscores,com 
• Check that the TM/VM has access and knowledge of how to use croquetscores.com or 

gateballscores.com 
• TM/VM has handicap Records Sheet and games Running Sheets for results 

 
After the Event: 

 CAQ/ACA events - Code any other expenses and send to the Treasurer  
 Arrange for engraving on perpetual trophy when the trophy is returned to CAQ, or Club Secretaries 

usually arrange for club trophy engraving. 
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 Record winner’s name/s in the record folder of perpetual trophies. 

 
 
TOURNAMENT MANAGER DUTIES 

• Inspect and clear the competition area of visible dangers. 
• Ensure adequate shade/shelter is provided for players and officiators. 
• Enforce Health and Safety Regulations. 
• Makes the Introductory announcement to the players which should include making the 

players aware of all facilities including refreshments, sun cream, water, toilets; the 
reinforcement of the Conditions of Play, any local venue directions and introduction of the 
TR who will make their own player address and introduction. 
 

• For a CAQ Event - complete the CAQ TM Report form at the end of the event. Recording 
any incidents that occur during a competition. This report should be accurate, timely and 
legible. It is essential that the reports are honest, respectful, and delivered with integrity. 

• Consult with the CAQ Events Co-ordinator prior and during all CAQ Events. 
• Ensure that all conditions for the event are followed – level play or handicap event, singles 

or doubles, court setting are correct prior to handover to the TR once the event commences. 
 

• Ensure all court maintenance is in place and that courts are ready for play at the start of 
the event and that all court accessories are available. 
 

• Prestart date: Check that hoop Setting Equipment is available – packing materials, hoop 
mallet, hoop gauges, lifters etc. and a HST is organized and understands their 
responsibilities. 
 

• AC only - Ensure sets of Test Balls of sound quality, and the same type of ball as those in 
play, are available for referee use during wiring tests. 
 

• Ensure the First Aid Kit is fully stocked and at hand. 
 

• If a defibrillator is located at a venue, ensure a trained individual is available in an emergency. 
 

• Log on to “croquetscores.com” or “gateballscores.com”.  Players’ names must be as per 
the listing on World Rankings and are to be in full (not initials) on all forms. Results must 
be posted on “croquetscores.com” or “gateballscores.com” 

 

• Update results to the “croquetscores.com” after each round and at the end of each day. 
 

• The draw and the order of play should be posted on the notice board. 
 

 

• Check the handicap of all players before the start of the event: keep a record of any 
changes that occur during the event. Use the Croquet Queensland Handicap Change Form. 
 

• Post draws as soon as possible for the next day. Croquet Scores Commentary can also be 
used to display the next day draw or any change of venue etc. 

 
• Keep a record of beginning and ending times of rounds.  
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• Pegging Down Games – More usual in AC events but it is possible for a GC event. When a 
pegged down game is to be resume, it is the TM/VM who is supposed to sets out the 
court, but this duty is usually delegates to the TR. 
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After the Event: 

• Forward the completed Tournament Handicap Record to the Handicap Officer, ensure all results 
are on “croquetscores.com” or “gateballscores” 

• TM Tournament Report Form should be completed. All incidents should be included in the. 
Report and forwarded to the Code Co-Ordinator, Events coordinator, and CAQ Office within 7 
days of the event. 

• Forward photographs, to the MSX Editor “msx@croquetqld.org”. 
• CAQ/ACA Events - Submit an expense claim form: The Treasurer pays an amount according to 

the following format: Clubs will be paid $35 per court per day, lunch allowance of $7.50 per 
referee and TM/Venue Manager per day. Travel expenses will be paid separately with the 
claimant to forward the Individual Expenses Claim Form to the Treasurer within seven days of 
the event. Please supply the Treasurer ONLY with any personal bank details. Forms 
are available on the web. (Always check for amendment to payment with CAQ) 

• Clubs will be asked to supply club bank details as payment will be made by EFT.  
 
Qualities of a Tournament Manager/Venue Manager  
A manager is a person who employs wise leadership in such a way that the organization under this 
leadership is efficient and effective. Successful management depends upon the use of the following: 
 

• Planning ability 
• Accuracy in recording results 
• Decision making - which courts for players, lunches, break times etc. 
• Problem solving  
• Organizational strategies 
• Clear and precise communication between player and manager 
• Clear and precise communication between manager and event coordinator 
• Mutual respect and shared trust in all parties. 
• Sport should be anti-discriminatory and harassment-free. 
• A manager is a person of commonsense, resourcefulness, enthusiasm, and resilience.  
• IT ALSO HELPS TO HAVE A SENSE OF HUMOUR!! 

 
 
CAQ Forms to be Used 
TM & TR Report Forms 
Recording Handicaps: Form 22 Handicap Change Form 
Tournament Handicap Record: Form 23 
Reimbursement of Expenses: Form 26 a 
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CHAPTER 3 – CAQ EVENTS CALENDAR  
 
HIERARCHY ON THE CALENDAR  
Events can be divided into a number of categories: 

1. World and International Events 
2. National Events 
3. Major State Events (Historical State Titles) 
4. Regional Events (Historical multi-events offering a Regional Title) 
5. Club local & Gala type events 

These events are prioritized on the fixtures calendar each year in descending order as listed above.  
 
THE CAQ EVENTS COMMITTEE  
This committee comprises: 
CAQ Events Co-ordinator (Chair) 
Code Co-ordinators: AC, GC, Ric & GB 
President – Ex officio, non-voting 
 
This committee group meet once a year, in October, to share out the available calendar dates for placement 
on the new fixtures calendar, agree venues and confirm entry fees.  
 
The State Co-ordinator (Chair) places all code Selection Events on a calendar template as these 
events have a very tight timeframe in which they must be completed there is little room for any 
amendment to dates but venues are open to committee vote.  
 

• A Selection Event is defined as those nominated within the Selection Policy 
as being a criterion in selection for either another major event or for a 
representative team or Squad. 

 
• An Invitational Event is defined as being for players who are invited to 

enter by the Selection Committee. Nominations may be requested but entry 
is solely determined by invitation of the Selection Committee. 

 
Clubs and Regions wishing to have their events on the CAQ fixtures calendar must send their own 
proposed list of events to the CAQ Events Co-ordinator prior to the October meeting  
 
Clubs Secretaries will receive a email reminder to submit their proposed calendar of local fixtures, usually 
by a date toward the end of September. 
 

CLUBS AT THIS TIME ALSO SEND EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST IN HOSTING 
ANY OF THE STATE TITLE EVENTS. 

 
The Code Co-ordinators are responsible for ensuring all codes’ State Title Events are shared across clubs 
as widely as possible. If only one club applies it goes immediately on the calendar. If more than one 
expression of interest to host is received, then a fair and equitable approach to distribution across clubs is 
voted upon by the whole committee group. Should no expression of interest be received the venue is left 
open on the calendar and the relevant Code Co-ordinator must seek a venue. 
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ALLOCATING DATES & VENUES TO THE CALENDAR 
#1-2 INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL EVENTS are first to be listed on the new calendar  
(These organizations distribute a WCF. ACA. WGU 5-10-year calendar meaning planning is well advanced) 
 
#3 STATE MAJOR EVENTS 
Once events in #1-2 have been noted on the calendar then #3 the State major events, are given next 
priority but must not be allocated a clashing date with events listed in #1-2. The reason for this is that in 
all sport there is a presumption that higher level players entering major State events are the individuals 
who are also most likely to be required to enter International and National fixtures. Tournament events in 
this category include all the historical title events, and those listed as ‘Selection Criteria’ these are marked 
as such with an “S” on the calendar. Each code has a natural area within the fixture calendar as events 
need to be placed within specific time frames to allow the results to be considered by Selectors for 
invitation into Development Squads, State Team Squads, and final State Team representation. 
 
#4 REGIONAL EVENTS 
The Regional Title events #4 which again tend toward a tight and historically small window on the 
annual calendar. Most Regions outside the Brisbane City area organize a set of major annual Regional 
Titles. These again have historically occupied specific timeframes on the calendar. The Regional 
Committee in each area are required to send their request for placement on the calendar to the State 
Events Co-ordinator for presentation at the October Events Committee meeting fixing the new calendar. 
 
#5 CLUB LOCAL & GALA EVENTS 
Club and Club Gala listing at #5 naturally fill the entire remainder of vacancies on the calendar. 
All Clubs must compile a list of their intended calendar fixture events and ensure it is tabled by the State 
Events Co-ordinator. 
 
Of course, clubs may hold any local event at any time they choose outside of those they put forward for 
major attention and inclusion on the CAQ distributed calendar. Such things as a Fun Day would fall into 
this category and would be advertised by local club secretaries through a flyer. Clubs would, of course, 
be well advised to pick their target audience for such events as a clash with a calendar fixture event has 
the potential to reduce entry numbers.  
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CHAPTER 4 - EVENT FORMAT AND DRAWS 

FORMATS 
Fully seeded format, be it by ranking or purely by the graded/index listed on a handicap card, is the 
preferred format used in modern sports. This format automatically allocates the individual player 
placement into an allocated slot within the draw – this could more formally be described as where a 
player is drawn within the event.  
Partially Seeded formats (or block placement position) are often used as the second part of an 
event, once block rounds have reduced entry numbers to a convenient number of say 16 or 32.   There 
are set positions into which the top seeded place getters are placed. Then this type of knock out format 
randomly place the remaining players by groups (lower block placement getters) into specific sections 
of the draw. 

See Appendix 3 - Knock Out draws for 16 & 32 player in a KO formatted draw. 
Fully Blind draws are very much outdated and are no longer used in formal 

sporting environments. 

 
THERE ARE A NUMBER OF CRITERIA USED TO DECIDE ON THE FORMAT OF AN EVENT. 
 

• Availability of Day light hours. Remembering that hoops setters require 60-90 minutes prior to 
commencement of the games each day to set up the courts and venue setting a start time is 
especially important to get right. 
 

• Whilst an 8 am start is common it is not unusual to require a 7:30 am start during winter 
months. Treat the Hoop Setting Team (HST) kindly! 

 
• Number of rounds per day allow for each code: GC-7, AC 3-4 

 
• Standard of play expected – grade/handicap level 

 
• Access to number of courts or venues available 

 
 
Fairness should be visible  
 
It should not be a matter of luck where a player is placed in the draw there are standard methods of 
placing players and seeding players within events. Players would like as many games as possible and to 
play a good variety of other players. Club events are best placed to ensure this happens. However, it 
must be appreciated that International, National and State Championships are played to determine one 
single individual Champion (or two in doubles) and the event format must focus on this as the number 
one criterion. 
 
It is best sporting practice to optimize the “main event” section of any tournament and often this 
means players who are knocked out of this main section are invited to continue playing in a secondary 
“consolation” event. Not all consolation events have a trophy though it is common to have a “plate or 
similar” utilized as the trophy for such events. The running of a Consolation event does not mean the 
winner of that event has come second in the Main Tournament! Consolation events are the method 
used to supply players with as many games as possible even though they will no longer be in 
contention for the Main Event Trophy/Championship Title. 
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DETERMINATION OF THE EVENT FORMAT 
For some events, the format may have been designed in advance – for example, the ACA Gold Medal or the 
Interstate Team Events. The format for these events is determined by established practice through the ACA 
Tournament Regulations.  
 

THE CAQ TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS OUTLINE THE CHOICE OF FORMAT 
FOR CAQ HISTORICAL EVENT FORMATS. 

 
A usual format for all codes is Round Robin Block, often used to reduce numbers to a pre-determined 
number who will continue through the Main Event in a knockout (KO) format to determine the winner. 
The number of blocks required is determined by entry numbers and in turn the numbers qualifying out of 
those blocks to continue in the main event is also determined by court availability and time constraints. 
 
Those who are not successful in the first Round Robin blocks of a multi-block event, enter any 
Consolation or plate event on offer. The format for Consolation events could take many forms: a further 
Round Robin, Swiss event or a XYZ allowing for a further knockout competition. Not all players wish to 
continue to the Consolation Event if knocked out of the Main Event. It is customary practice to request 
upon entry if players will/will not continue through any consolation events on offer. This allows the TM to 
determine the format which will be dependent on entry numbers. Players entering club events always 
continue through all consolation events on offer. 
 
One large Round Robin or even a “double-life Round Robin” is also a well utilized format on its own 
without a knockout element at all, unless there is a tie for first place in which case, time permitting, a 
play-off between the players may take place. 
 
There are well documented examples of Round Robin Blocks and how they determine who plays within 
each round. Appendix 1 gives examples of large and small block formats and indicates the 
rounds in which each player is drawn to play the others within the block. Note that the number one seed 
will always play the number two see in the final round.  
 
 
SEEDING OF EVENTS 
In an ACA event there is a specific Tournament Committee group who “seed” the players. This simply 
put means they list of all entries in a ranked order of ability, either World Ranking or Grade/Index. 
In CAQ Specific Events it is the Selection Committee who seed players. Each of these committee 
groups place the order of the players – this is called Seeding. Seeding is achieved by a specific date being 
chosen at which time the Selection Committee will download the World Ranking List. This date should be 
included in the tournament notice or flyer advertising the event.  
 
Lower graded players, inexperienced players or those who have been away from the sport for a period 
may not have a world ranking grade, so it is then necessary to view the Players ACA Handicap Card and 
use the index to “slot” players into the event between others on a similar index. 
 
Players seeded #1 and #2 should play each other last in Blocks and be placed at top and bottom in XYZ. 
However, again there are many documents available indicating the correct placement of seeds 
throughout events. Whilst allowance may be made for family and members of the same club clashing in 
first round knockouts or in the same block, it is highly undesirable if such movement unbalances the 
draw.  
 

See the Appendices at the end of this document for how 
players are placed into various draw formats. 
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THE MOST IMPORTANT MATTER FOR ALL EVENTS IS CORRECT PLACEMENT 
OF ALL PLAYERS INTO THE INDIVIDUAL EVENT FORMATS. 

 
For block play a “Serpentine draw” places each player into their correctly allocate slot. The result of 
this type of placement is multiple blocks of equal strength. Once blocks have been determined by seeding 
the order in which each player are ranked from first to last it predetermines who they play and when. 
The format shows in what order players play against one another, and therefore in what round, utilizing 
the ACA accepted format.  

 
Blocks for 3 or 4, 5 or 6, 7 or 8 and 9 or 10 and the Serpentine method of 

drawing the seeded entrants across the blocks. 
are given in Appendix 1  

 
The predetermined order of play listed in the block allows the TM to produce the “Run Sheet.”  This 
Run Sheet not only indicates to the players who they are playing next in order but also gives the TM one 
single document the players can record their scores on and from which the Scorer can upload results to 
Croquet Scores. Court allocation may also be placed on the Run Sheet if desired.  
See Appendix 2 sample Run Sheet. 
 
BLOCK PLACE GETTERS 
Winner and all other places in blocks are determined by: 

• Number of games won 
• If games are equal, net points 
• If net hoops are equal, the winner of the game between those players is the winner. 

In the event of needing to choose between say several third-place players to find the best 3rd place 
getters, because say there is only a need for one or two of them to make up the next round draw without 
the need for Bye rounds. It is necessary to advertise how that determination will be mathematically 
calculated. An example of how separation of determining the best placed of the third-place getters, even 
when there are uneven numbers in the blocks, is outlined in the following 4 criteria:   
 

Criteria 1 Game wins as a % of total games played. 
Criteria 2 Number of wins against the players coming 1st or 2nd in the block. 
Criteria 3 Net points divided by the total games played to give an average of net points per game. 
Criteria 4  Original Seeding order for the event. 

 
QUALIFYING FOR A FINAL SERIES 
Events often use small blocks with successful players progressing into a final or a multi-game final format 
(such as XYZ(W)). The winners of all blocks proceed into a final along with a predetermined number of 
others i.e., second place players. It is preferrable to progress at least two players from each block and on 
occasion it may be desirable to progress a set number of third place players. This will be entirely 
determined by the original number of entrants and therefore number of blocks required to accommodate 
them. 
 
It is highly desirable to qualify 8 or 16 (or multiples thereof!) into a knockout 

event as this removes the requirement of having BYES in the draw. 
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XYZ(W) EVENTS 
The X Event is the Championship itself. 
First round losers of the X Event will either go to the Y Event (or in some event models into the Consolation 
Event, if one is deemed appropriate.) 
 
The Y Event 
Players who lose their first match in the X Event enter automatically in the same order as they were drawn 
for the X Event. 
 
The W Event 
Players who lose their first match in the Y Event enter the W Event 
 
The Z Event 
Players who lose their second match in the X Event enter the Z Event automatically, but in the order the 
Manager decides. 
 
Consolation Event 
Should a Consolation event be included, it is played in the same format as the X Event (XYZ-W) 
 
Withdrawals 
People who scratch from the X Event or the Y Event may not enter the W Event or the Z Event. 
 
Time Limits 
See T.Reg 16 
 

 

THERE IS A SPECIFIC METHOD FOR PLACING THE 
SEEDS INTO ALL KNOCKOUT DRAWS, THESE CAN BE 

FOUND IN APPENDIX 3 

There is also a diagram indicating how the thirty-two players gain their final position across 
an XYZW tournament. The diagram includes a Consolation Event which has been run 
simultaneously to the Main Championship as a complementary XYZW event and lists all thirty-
two entrants and their final win placement order from 1st to 32nd within the entire tournament. 
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AUSTRALIAN CROQUET ASSOCIATION 
Details for all ACA events circulating across the States is totally controlled by the ACA, details 
for which are contained within the ACA Tournament Regulations. 
The ACA holds specific events during the year. Most of the events are held at Cairnlea, Victoria. However, 
the Association Interstate Cup (the Eire Cup) and the Golf Interstate Shield (the WCF Shield) and the 
associated events (usually the Gold Medal Event, and the Men’s and Women’s Championships are held in 
each State consecutively in the following rotation: Tasmania, South Australia, Western Australia, 
Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria. The Format for the Men’s and Women’s Championships depend 
upon the number of entries and is determined by the ACA Tournament Committee. 
 
All formats and draws for ACA Events are determined by the ACA Tournament Committee upon authorization 
from the ACA Board. 
 
As these events circulate through every State the ACA Tournament Committee communicate what is 
required, the seeding, format and draws directly with the host State. These instructions whilst dependent on 
entry numbers for “Open” type events are very strictly mandated for the other events such as the ACA Gold 
and Silver Medal and the two Interstate Team Events where numbers are set. These draws are available in 
detail in the ACA Tournament Regulations. 
 
The Interstate Team Events - Cup/Shield 
The draw will be seeded from the results of the previous Interstate Competition and will be played as 
follows: 
 

Day 1 Team 3 V Team 5 Team 1 V Team 6 Team 2 V Team 4 
Day 2 Team 1 V Team 4 Team 2 V Team 5 Team 3 V Team 6 
Day 3 Team 4 V Team 6 Team 2 V Team 3 Team 1 V Team 5 
Day 4 Team 2 V Team 6 Team 4 V Team 5 Team 1 V Team3 
Day 5 Team 1 V Team 2 Team 3 V Team 4 Team 5 V Team 6 

 
On the day of the scheduled match: 
 

• The names of the players, the order of play, including doubles pairings, are notified by each Captain 
or Vice-Captain to the Venue Manager at least 20 minutes prior to the commencement of each 
match. In each match only four men and four women players may be selected to play singles. The 
players selected to play doubles may be different to those playing singles. (Individual States decide 
prior to the event how many players will be named in their individual teams.) The order of play for 
singles games is to be in accordance with the world rankings as at the date specified by the ACA. 
 

• Individual members may be varied for each separate match. However, Individual members may not 
be varied during one match unless a player is incapacitated by sickness or accident. In such an 
event, the reserve player may fill their place in the team for any game not already commenced in 
such match except for the second round of singles. Such substitution must be reported to the 
captain of the opposing team and be sanctioned by the VM in consultation with the Venue Referee. 
(As there will always be three or more venues involved the TM can only be available at one venue 
and via ‘phone.) The second round of singles must be played with the same players who started in 
the first round of singles of that match. If a player is not available for the start of the second singles 
game in a match, then a forfeit (26-0) will be awarded. If the game started but is unable to be 
completed than it will be conceded. 
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• An Association Interstate match consists of twenty games, four mixed doubles, and sixteen 

singles. Mixed doubles will be played first. The States may pair any man with any woman player 
together and nominate which of their four pairs will be ordered 1, 2, 3 4. 
 

Team A 1 V Team B 2 Team A 2 V Team B 1 
Team A 3 V Team B 4 Team A 4 V Team B 3 
Team A 1 V Team B 1 Team A 2 V Team B 2 
Team A 3 V Team B 3 Team A 4 V Team B 4 

 
The team winning the match is the team with most games. If the game scores are equal, then the team that 
has most net points wins. If the scores are still equal, the match is a tie and each team scores ½ a point. 
 

• A Golf Interstate match consists of twenty games, four mixed doubles and sixteen singles. Mixed 
doubles will be played first The States may pair any man with any woman player together and 
nominate which of their four pairs will be 1, 2, 3 4. Matches, each of two thirteen-point games will 
be played as shown below. To ensure that each side starts one of the two games in each match, 
Rule 5 (c) is varied and the side playing Red and Yellow is to start the second game of each match.  

.  

Court 1 Mixed Doubles 1 MA1 V MB2 WA1 V WB2 MA2 V MB2 WA1 v WB1 

Court 2 Mixed Doubles 2 WA2 V WB1 MA2 V MB1 WA2 V WB2 MA1 V MB1 

Court 3 Mixed Doubles 3 MA3 V MB4 WA3 V WB4 MA4 V MB4 WA3 V WB3 

Court 4 Mixed Doubles 4 WA4 V WB3 MA4 V MB3 WA4 V WB4 MA3V MB3 
 
 

ALL RESULTS MUST BE ENTERED INTO CROQUET SCORES AS EACH GAME IS COMPLETED 
 

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL ALL GAMES ARE CONCLUDED TO ENTER SCORES 
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CHAPTER 5 - CROQUET SCORES 

You must have an email address that is registered with Croquet Scores (CS). If you are using a club 
computer, you are most likely to have a registered club email within the Croquet Scores data base as your 
club ought to have been entering many of their own events into CS. The Tournament Manager or Event Host 
will give you Administrator Rights or Scoring Rights once they have entered the event into CS. This then 
allows you to enter CS to update information/scores as the event progresses. 

To Register a new email: 

• Log onto croquetscores.com or gateballscores.com 
• Click on Admin 
• The box will show Sign-In or Register an account 
• To register an account, click on Register an account and fill in the required 

information. Please use an email account that you will use for the event.  
• Once you are registered, you may add tournaments, add blocks, add players 

and scores.  
• When the event has begun, record the results by going to add games. You 

must put the winner’s name and score in the top box with the loser of the game 
being recorded in the bottom box. 

• Croquet scores records the information. The grids are filled in automatically 
after you have registered the game results. 

If you make an error, there is an edit button. 
When entering any player name, it must be spelt exactly as it appears in the World Ranking List. 
 
 

SEE APPENDIX 4 FOR FURTHER CROQUET SCORES INSTRUCTIONS 
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CHAPTER 6 - INCIDENTAL INFORMATION 

TOURNAMENT HOOP SETTING 
Tournament Hoop Setter (THS) and associated Hoop Setting Team (HST) 
The appointed THS: 

• Reports to and is under the instruction of the Tournament Referee 
 

• Assists the TR in ensuring the Regulations are met regarding Hoops and Settings, Ball Specification, 
and Inspection Requirements.  

 
• Shall appoint a team of hoop setters (HST), sufficient in number to ensure daily coverage of all 

courts in use at the venues (throughout the full duration of each play and practice day of the event). 
 

• Shall provide the TR with a daily roster of the (HST) members 
 

• Is solely responsible for any further appointed Hoop Setting Team members 
 

• Shall train and instruct the HST regarding their duties and responsibilities. 
 

• Ensure the HST is equipped with the necessary equipment to fulfil their duties i.e., Spirit level, ACA 
gauge, hoop lifter, measuring stick (to check heights), hoop setting tools, packing and repair 
materials. 

 
• For Gateball refer to Official Gateball Rules guide for referees – Article 1, Ground,  

Clause 1 and 2 
 

The THS shall ensure the HST fulfil the following duties: 
1. One hour before play each day ensure: 

• The correct sets of balls allocated to each court and in place on the assigned court. 

• Court setting and equipment to be correctly prepared daily in readiness for player practice 
in accordance with the Rules and Laws together with the associated Official Rulings and 
commentary on Rules and Laws. Inclusive of: 

Ball stops, Centre Pegs, Hoops, half-way markers, corner markers & flags 
Balls (First and Second Colours + AC Only - a spare set of balls of equal quality) 

• In All ACA & CAQ events, unless otherwise advertised in the playing condition and other 
than Handicaps; hoops are to be set as near as possible to 3 11/16 inches. It is 3¾ inches 
for Handicap events. To allow for inaccuracies in gauges, hoops and setting techniques, a 
tolerance of plus or minus 1/32 inch may be allowed. – always check Conditions of Play. 

2. 15 minutes before play commences for the day: 
• Assist the assigned court referee to check and reset where necessary, any hoops 

which have moved from the desired tolerance setting during the player practice 
session. 

3. During Play: 
• Re-set hoops only on the authority of the assigned court referee 
• Check the setting of hoops for compliance with tolerance after every game 

and between matches 
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HST members are not to enter courts where a game is in progress without the specific 
authorization of the assigned Court Referee. 

 
• HST members may start to check and re-set hoops between games where both games on a court 

have been completed: they should then notify the assigned court referee when the court is ready to 
be checked and authorized for the next game to commence. 
 

• Hoops may be checked at any time at the request of the player in play. Any hoop out of 
specification will be reset. If a player suspects that a ball touching both uprights of a hoop 
simultaneously affected the outcome of a stroke they have just played, they are entitled to have the 
equipment checked and, if necessary, adjusted or replaced. If it is found that the ball does touch 
both uprights of that hoop on some axis, they may elect to replay the stroke, unless their turn has 
ended for another reason.  

This may only be undertaken on the authority of an Authorized 
Referee of the Tournament. 

 
• Keep a supply of both hoop packing material and a small amount of grass clipping available for 

setting and repair needs.  
 

Divot and special damage may only be repaired on specific 
instruction of an Authorized Referee of the Tournament. 

 
4. Close of play each day 

 
• Clear courts ensuring all ball sets are free from damage and box them for the evening. 

 
• Daylight permitting check courts and in particular hoop runs, for repairable damage spots 

and report to the TR for authorization to repair. 
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STANDARD RAMP COURT SPEED TEST 
 
There are several approved methods of testing Court Speed One of the simplest of, course, involves 
a player hitting a ball from either the north or southern boundaries and timing how long it takes in seconds 
for a ball to stop on the opposing boundary (the seconds count is equal to a Plummer’s measurement – this 
method is not as easy as it sounds! 
 
Another method may be calculated using the set formula:  √(35 ÷ Distance) x 
time in seconds. This method can be entered into a phone or spreadsheet to easy the 
mathematical accuracy. 
 
Many Clubs now have a ramp available and use the Standard Ramp Test 
One person can do this in just a few minutes with simple equipment which is easily transportable and widely 
available. Those familiar with the Stimpmeter tests used for Golf Greens will notice some similarity while 
recognizing that the Standard Test introduced here is more suitable for comparison of lawn speeds as 
different places measured by different people. For theoretical discussion of rolling croquet balls and further 
discussion of distance-based measurements, see the article of Ian Plummer elsewhere on the Oxford 
Croquet website. 
 
Equipment Needed 

a. An ordinary straight rectangular plank about six inches wide and ¾ inch thick and of at least 48 
inches, preferable an inch or so longer. If it is longer than 48 inches, that a distance of 48 inches 
from its end should be clearly marked by a line across the upper surface and a similar line on its 
lower surface directly below the one on the upper surface. 

b. A measuring tape capable of measuring up to about 16 feet (for most lawns; for an exceptionally 
fast lawn a longer tape is useful). 

 
PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING THE STANDARD RAMP TEST 

 
 
 

 

 
 
Step 1. 

Install the plank so that the 48" mark on its bottom side is at rest exactly 12 inches above the ground while 
the opposite end rests on the ground. A convenient way of doing this is to let that 48" mark on its bottom 
surface lean on the crown of a hoop. A hoop should (by croquet rules/laws) be installed so that the top of its 
crown is exactly 12 inches above the ground. On a given hoop this may be a little off, so for an accurate 
application of the SR test, check the height of the crown and correct, if necessary, before proceeding. 

Step 2. 

Place a croquet ball so that it rests on the 48" mark on the top surface of the plank, equidistant from the 
two sides. Let go of the ball without pushing it and let it roll down the ramp onto the lawn until it naturally 
comes to rest. Care should be taken to ensure that the ball does not run off the plank before reaching the 
bottom. 
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Step 3. 

Measure the distance the balled rolled on the court. i.e., the distance from the lower edge of the plank to 
the centre of the ball in its rest position. 

For a good measurement, Step 3 should be repeated several times and the average taken. That average is 
the Test Distance obtained i.e., the looked-for Test Result. 

The distances of successive balls traveling over the same terrain will normally differ very little, typically by no 
more than 6" over a distance of 14 feet. 

If there is any reason to believe that the terrain used is not typical of the whole court, then the 
whole test should be repeated at various places and the various Test Distances obtained should 
all be recorded and reported. This is particularly relevant where there is a discernible slope in 
the court. The recorded measurements should state, for example, that the North to South Test Distance is 
14'6" while the South to North distance is 13'6". 

Step 4. 

The following should be recorded. 

a. Place of measurement (Club, Court) 
b. Date and Time of measurement 
c. Remarks (to elaborate on any relevant special circumstances) 
d. Name of person who did the measurement. 
e. Test Distance(s) measured. 

 
Since court speeds vary over the course of the season and with wetness of the soil, length to which the 
grass has been cut, the ‘Remarks’ can be especially important to convey as accurate impression. The 
absence of remarks will suggest that there is nothing special as regards wetness or cut to report i.e., that is 
seemed a typical speed for the time of year suggested by the date and time of day. 

Wait, if possible, until all dew has evaporated 

Lamberts-Nells  Plummer’s 
Meters Feet Seconds 
2.1336. 7 6.45 
2.4384 8 7.2 
2.7432 9 8 
3.048 10 8.5 
3.3528 11 9.5 
3.6576 12 10.3 
3.9824 13 11 
4.2672 14 11.8 
4.572 15 12.1 
4.8768 16 13.45 
5.1816 17 14.15 

Record of Lawn Speed Test 

Club Court Time of 
Day 

Remarks Measured by Test Distance Test Time 
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Information for this booklet has been compiled using information taken from the following 
Sources: 

ACA Tournament Regulations 
CAQ Tournament Regulations 
CAQ Hoop Setting Course Manual, Elizabeth Fleming 
Manager Training course materials, Elizabeth Fleming 
ACA TREP  
CAQ Club Operational Handbook  
Oxford Croquet 
WCF Laws/Rules  
 

APPENDICES  
 #1 Seeding Blocks and Serpentine placement draw 
 #2 Sample Run Sheet 
 #3 Knock Out Draws 16 & 32 player 
  XYZW diagram and final tournament order placement 
 #4 Croquet Scores Instructions  
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